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DESCRIPTION

Title

MEASUREMENT CONFIGURATION MAP FOR MEASUREMENT EVENT REPORTING

IN CELLULAR COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the invention

The present invention relates to mobile radio communications with focus on SON and in

particular MRO. In particular, the present invention relates to generating and using a mea

surement configuration map for measurement event reporting by a user equipment in a

cellular communications network.

Related background art

Prior art which is related to this technical field can e.g. be found in:

[1] TDoc, R3-091848, "Definition and prevention of handover to wrong cell", Alcatel-

Lucent, 3GPP TSG-RAN WG3#65, August 2009, Shenzhen, China;

[2] TDoc, R2-070493, "Neighbor cell list reduction", Huawei, 3GPP TSG-RAN WG2#57,

Feb. 2007, St. Louis, USA;

[3] TDoc, R2-071785, "Neighbor cell reduction using LCV", Huawei, 3GPP TSG-RAN

WG2#58, May 2007, Kobe, Japan; and

[4] TDoc, R2-1 11764, "Necessary changes for RLF reporting enhancements", NTT Doco-

mo, 3GPP TSG-RAN WG2#73, Feb. 201 1, Taipei, Taiwan.



The following meanings for the abbreviations used in this specification apply:

SON self optimizing network

MRO mobility robustness optimization

3GPP third generation partnership project

E-UTRA evolved universal terrestrial radio access

PM performance management

RLF radio link failure

HO handover

HOF handover failue

RCA root cause analysis

RAT radio access technology

LTE long term evolution

CIO cell individual offset

UE user equipment

TTT time to trigger

KPI key performance indicator

RAN radio access network

eNB evolved node B

RSRP reference signal received power

RSRQ reference signal received quality

GNSS global navigation satellite system

IE information element

BCH broadcast channel



ID identification

GPS global positioning system

UMTS universal mobile telecommunications system

RF radio frequency

RRC radio resource control

SON has become a standard relevant aspect with 3GPP Rel 8 (standardization of E-

UTRA) and is now also extended towards existing 2G or 3G technologies.

Conventionally, optimization of network configuration parameters in 2G or 3G networks is

based on labor- and cost-intensive drive testing. For the first roll-out, network-wide default

configuration parameters are used and if PM counters are accumulating RLFs or even call

drops in certain service areas, several optimization loops with drive testing are started to

adapt parameters in a cell-specific manner.

The target of MRO is to automate the optimization of those network configuration parame

ters which are triggering a handover (e.g. event thresholds, timers, etc.) such that RLFs

and HOFs are reduced. The MRO procedure includes two phases:

• RCA phase, where cell or cell-pair specific KPI statistics are generated, and

• correction phase, where measurement parameters triggering an HO are a d

justed.

In a conventional communications network, a cell change of a UE is triggered by a mea

surement event reported by the UE, and the measurement event in turn is triggered when

certain conditions with respect to defined measurement objects on UE side are fulfilled.

In particular, an intra-RAT / intra-frequency cell change seeking for a better serving cell is

normally triggered by a measurement event based on a relative signal comparison. For

instance, in case of intra-LTE handover, a measurement event A3 is used indicating that a

neighbor cell becomes "A3-offset" better than a current serving cell. It is to be noted that



there are a plurality of measurement events that may trigger a handover. For instance, an

inter-RAT HO normally is triggered by a measurement event comprising two thresholds

which have to be fulfilled, one belonging to a serving cell of RAT A and one belonging to a

neighboring or overlaying cell of RAT B. In case of LTE, this measurement event is called

B2 and is defined as follows:

Inter-RAT trigger event B2:

Serving becomes worse than B2_threshold_1

&& inter-RAT neighbor becomes better than B2_threshold_2.

It is to be noted that this measurement event is only an example.

Due to irregular and heterogeneous cell layouts as well as inhomogeneous traffic distribu

tion and user mobility one single network-wide measurement configuration for handover

fails and therefore cell-specific configuration is required. This cell-specific configuration

comprises a measurement event parameter adaptation and is conventionally done during

the network optimization phase based on costly and labor-intensive drive measurements

and PM counter evaluation.

With SON and MRO this high human intervention is more or less completely eliminated.

The MRO algorithm is running in an automated and autonomous manner to determine

optimal measurement event thresholds, offsets or timers for each cell . For intra-LTE m o

bility, the thresholds can even be determined cell-pair specific by means of dedicated

CIOs. And there is even another means to refine the triggering of the measurement event

reporting dependent on UE velocity, namely a UE velocity adaptive TTT setting.

Nevertheless, there are still some problematic cases where the cell specific or even cell-

pair specific measurement configuration is not accurate enough. For instance, in LTE the

inter-RAT measurement object for UTRAN does not provide cell individual offsets for listed

neighbor cells, i.e. there is no means to configure different measurement event parame-

ters (here B2) for different neighbors. Furthermore, when regarding only one cell pair, one



single measurement event - this concerns now also the intra-LTE case where neighbors

can be cell individually parameterized - cannot comply with different requirements of va ri

ous cell borders.

Referring to Fig. 1, various arrows illustrate this situation. For example, users connected

to LTE cell 20 may either handover to UMTS cell 52, 56 or 57, and a radio link condition

can considerably vary for these three different cell borders. However, they all are sub

jected to the same handover trigger mechanism. In addition, different user mobility may

occur at the different cell borders. But it is to be noted that this problem is not restricted to

handovers to different cells. Even handovers to the same cell but at a different location

may underlie rather different radio conditions and require different handover trigger m e

chanisms as indicated by different thickness of the arrows for handover from LTE cell 20

to UMTS cell 56 in Fig. 1 . These location specific differences of radio conditions within one

cell pair are also occurring for the intra-LTE use case where handovers to different neigh-

bors are already distinguishable by different CIOs.

As mentioned above, current MRO algorithms are optimizing the corresponding parame

ters cell-specifically or cell-pair specifically based on KPI statistics showing the probability

of occurrence of specified failure types (e.g. RLF due to too late handover). The failures

are accumulated for a complete cell or per cell-pair in the intra-LTE case. The optimization

either complies with the most dominating failure type or tries to find a compromise. In both

cases, either due to averaging over all locations or due to preferring certain fa il

ures/locations, many problems are not detected and mitigated.

The problem that UEs are facing different problems depending on its location is discussed

in document [1] which is concerned with detection and prevention of a failure type "Han

dover to wrong cell" as well as an RLF-free use case "choice of wrong cell resulting in

short visit time". In order to combine the detected failure type with location information the

proposed solution according to document [1] envisions that UE location information is sent

to a target eNB in a handover request message. Based on that the target eNB learns to

assign failures to UE locations and informs - probably after a while when statistical signi

ficance is given - a source eNB with so-called "mobility feedback information" transmitted

in a handover preparation response message or handover preparation failure message



"indicating that the cell is not a preferred candidate cell for the given UE, and optionally

providing information of the recommended cell". Based on this "mobility feedback informa

tion" the source eNB also learns critical locations of UEs reporting HO trigger events to

specific target cells. Based on this learned information, the source eNB can decide not to

follow given measurement information but to send a handover preparation request directly

to a different eNB recommended by the "mobility feedback information". Even if the CIO is

not directly adapted it can be interpreted as being so.

With respect to location dependent information it is proposed in document [1] that it can be

based on measurements (RSRP or RSRQ) of all detected neighbor cells or at least on

such neighbor cells for which a certain threshold has been reached. Other alternatives are

a ranking of available strongest neighbor cells, or UE coordinates based on GNSS data if

available.

Document [1] proposes to add the location information as IE to the handover request

message and corresponding feedback to HO preparation messages via X2 interface and

transparent containers via S 1 interface.

However, the proposal of document [1] has two considerable disadvantages:

l it covers only the failure type "handover to wrong cell", since it is required that UE loca

tion information is provided with the handover preparation procedure. This is not available

for "Too late handover" where the RLF happens before the handover has been triggered.

2 . Measurement configuration on UE side is not adapted but will be differently interpreted

by eNB depending on the UE location information during the handover preparation. This

has the disadvantages that it is also applicable for "too early handover" problems and that

it may lead to many event reports in vain in case of "too early handover".

In documents [2] and [3] for neighbor cell list reduction purposes it is proposed to broad

cast geographical coordinates of a coverage of each cell or logical cell values and a pre-

defined pattern which reduces required signaling effort. The proposed method introduces



geographical substructures dividing cells in regions depending on their shape and the

shape of the neighbor cells.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention aims at solving the above problems.

According to the present invention, methods and apparatuses are provided as set out in

the appended claims, which refine and improve the measurement configuration in context

of the MRO procedure. The invention may also be implemented by a computer program

product.

According to an embodiment of the invention, a location dependent measurement report

ing configuration for event based mobility triggering is proposed. For this purpose, a loca-

tion specific measurement configuration map is provided for measurement event reporting

by a user equipment in a cellular communications network. The location specific mea

surement configuration map may also be speed specific.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 shows a diagram illustrating cells of two RATs, in which different user mobility re

sults in different target inter-RAT cells.

Fig. 2 shows a schematic block diagram illustrating structures of control units of a user

equipment and network node(s) according to an embodiment of the invention.



Fig. 3 shows a diagram illustrating a measurement configuration map according to an e m

bodiment of the invention.

Figs. 4A and 4B show flow charts illustrating a process of reporting a measurement event

and a process of generating a location specific measurement configuration map according

to an embodiment of the invention.

Fig. 5 shows a diagram illustrating location specific KPI statistics based on which a loca

tion specific measurement configuration map is generated/updated according to an embo-

diment of the invention.

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

In the following embodiments of the invention will be described with reference to the ac-

companying drawings. It is to be noted that the invention is neither coupled to a specific

measurement event nor to a specific RAT or inter-RAT scenario. An LTE case or LTE-

UMTS inter-RAT case may be considered, however, the invention can be applied to any

RAT or INTER-RAT scenario. In addition, the invention is applicable to any measurement

event.

As a preliminary matter before exploring details of various implementations, reference is

made to Fig. 2 for illustrating a simplified block diagram of various electronic devices that

are suitable for use in practicing the exemplary embodiments of this invention.

A control unit 10 includes processing resources 11 , memory resources 12 that may store

a program, and interfaces 13 that may include a suitable RF transceiver coupled to one or

more antennas (not shown) for bidirectional wireless communications over one or more

wireless links 5 with a control unit 20. The processing resources 11 , memory resources

12 and interfaces 13 are coupled by a link 14.



The control unit 10 may be part of a user equipment, and the control unit 20 may be part

of a cellular communications network, for example a base node of the cellular communica

tions network.

The control unit 20 includes processing resources 2 1, memory resources 22 that may

store a program, and interfaces 23 that may include a suitable RF transceiver coupled to

one or more antennas (not shown) for bidirectional wireless communications over one or

more wireless links 5 with the control unit 10. The processing resources 2 1, memory re-

sources 22 and interfaces 23 are coupled by a link 24.

The terms "connected," "coupled," or any variant thereof, mean any connection or coupl

ing, either direct or indirect, between two or more elements, and may encompass the

presence of one or more intermediate elements between two elements that are "con-

nected" or "coupled" together. The coupling or connection between the elements can be

physical, logical, or a combination thereof. As employed herein two elements may be con

sidered to be "connected" or "coupled" together by the use of one or more wires, cables

and printed electrical connections, as well as by the use of electromagnetic energy, such

as electromagnetic energy having wavelengths in the radio frequency region, the micro-

wave region and the optical (both visible and invisible) region, as non-limiting examples.

At least one of the programs stored in the memory resources 12, 22 is assumed to include

program instructions that, when executed by the associated processing resources, enable

the control unit to operate in accordance with the exemplary embodiments of this inven-

tion, as detailed below. Inherent in the processing resources 11, 2 1 is a clock to enable

synchronism among the various apparatus for transmissions and receptions within the

appropriate time intervals and slots required, as the scheduling grants and the granted

resources/subframes are time dependent. The transceivers include both transmitter and

receiver, and inherent in each is a modulator/demodulator commonly known as a modem.

The processing resources 2 1 also are assumed to each include a modem to facilitate

communication over (hardwire) links which may be included in the interfaces 23 for com

munications between the control unit 20 and other network nodes.



In general, the exemplary embodiments of this invention may be implemented by comput

er software stored in the memory resources 12 and executable by the processing re

sources 11 of the control unit 10 and similar for the other memory resources 22 and

processing resources 2 1 of the control unit 20, or by hardware, or by a combination of

software and/or firmware and hardware in any or all of the devices shown.

In general, the control unit 10 may be applied in a UE which may comprise, but is not l i

mited to, mobile stations, cellular telephones, personal digital assistants (PDAs) having

wireless communication capabilities, portable computers having wireless communication

capabilities, image capture devices such as digital cameras having wireless communica

tion capabilities, gaming devices having wireless communication capabilities, music sto

rage and playback appliances having wireless communication capabilities, Internet a p

pliances permitting wireless Internet access and browsing, as well as portable units or

terminals that incorporate combinations of such functions.

The memory resources 12, 22 may be of any type suitable to the local technical environ

ment and may be implemented using any suitable data storage technology, such as semi

conductor-based memory devices, magnetic memory devices and systems, optical memo-

ry devices and systems, fixed memory and removable memory. The processing resources

11, 2 1 may be of any type suitable to the local technical environment, and may include

one or more of general purpose computers, special purpose computers, microprocessors,

digital signal processors and processors based on a multi-core processor architecture, as

non-limiting examples.

According to an embodiment of the invention, a location specific measurement configura

tion map is used by the control unit 10 of a UE in a cellular communications network to

adopt different measurement event parameters at different locations of the UE in the cellu

lar communications network, in particular at different locations within a cell of the cellular

communications network, for measurement event reporting. BCHs may be used to provide

this map from the network, e.g. using the control unit 20, to the control unit 10.



This approach basically comprises two aspects:

1 . The control unit 10, e.g. the processing resources 11 using the memory resources 12,

updates autonomously its measurement IDs based on the measurement configuration

map which may be received via a BCH using the interfaces 13, depending on the location

of the UE.

2 . The measurement configuration map is generated or updated by incorporating location

information in the root cause analysis and generating statistics of the different failure cate

gories (so-called KPI statistics).

With respect to the first aspect, according to an embodiment of the invention, the meas

urement configuration map used by the UE and provided by the BCH comprises, as ex-

emplarily depicted in Fig. 3 , a grid of location data (e.g. longitude, latitude) where each

raster field (area) has assigned either dedicated measurement configuration parameters

or "null" indicating that a default setting is used. Measurement configuration is typically

provided by a RRC connection reconfiguration message consisting of measurement object

and reporting configuration where , for instance, in case of event based reporting the crite

rion for the event is specified. In Fig. 3 , the two thresholds of dual threshold event like B2

(serving cell signal should be below threshold 1 and neighboring cell signal strength

should be above threshold 2) are depicted, i.e. 76;80 means threshold 1 is 76 and thresh-

old 2 is 80 for a specific location area..

Fig. 3 shows an example of a location specific measurement configuration map to be used

by the control unit 10 for measurement event reporting to the cellular communications

network. A dotted area in Fig. 3 represents a cell coverage. The control unit 10, e.g. the

processing resources 11 using the memory resources 12, is regularly monitoring its loca

tion data and updates reporting configuration settings of its measurement IDs according to

the configuration map, i.e. if the UE changes the raster field (area) it must change its re

porting configuration according to the new thresholds. This helps to ensure that handover

is properly triggered in time in each situation.

Fig. 4A shows a flowchart illustrating a measurement event reporting process according to

an embodiment of the invention.



In step S1, location data of a UE in a cellular communications network is determined. For

example, the processing resources 11 using the memory resources 12 and interfaces 13

may determine the location data of the UE including the control unit 10.

In step S2, based on the determined location data, measurement event data for triggering

a measurement event is derived from a map associating location data with measurement

event data for each area of a cell of the cellular communications network. The measure

ment configuration map as shown in Fig. 3 may be used for this purpose. For example,

the processing resources 11 using the memory resources 12 may derive the measure

ment event data (measurement configuration parameters) from the map.

In step S3 it is decided whether or not the measurement event is detected, based on the

derived measurement event data. This decision may be done by the processing resources

11 using the memory resources 12 and the interfaces 13.

In step S4, in case the measurement event has been detected (yes in step S3), the mea

surement event is reported. For example, the processing resources using the memory

resources 12 report the measurement event through the interfaces 13 to the cellular

communications network, e.g. the control unit 20, via the links 5 .

Fig. 4B shows a flowchart illustrating a process of a location specific measurement confi

guration map generation according to an embodiment of the invention.

In step S 11, cells of a cellular communications network are divided into a plurality of

areas, e.g. resulting in the grid as shown in Fig. 3 .

In step S12, for each area, measurement event data is determined, wherein the mea

surement event data trigger a measurement event in a user equipment, and when the



measurement event is detected by the user equipment based on the measurement event

data, the measurement event is reported by the user equipment, e.g. as described with

respect to Fig. 4A.

In step S13, map forming data for forming a map associating location data of the user

equipment with the measurement event data is generated. For example, the processing

resources 2 1 using the memory resources 22 perform the division, determination and

generation of steps S 11-S13.

In step S14, the map forming data is transmitted e.g. by the interfaces 23 and links 5 .

The measurement event data may be determined for different user equipment speeds.

The measurement event data may comprise dedicated measurement event data (e.g.

76;80 as described above) and an information item (e.g. "null" as shown in Fig. 3) indicat-

ing that default measurement event data are to be used, wherein each area and/or user

equipment speed has assigned either one of the dedicated measurement event data or

the information item.

The map forming data may comprise the dedicated measurement event data for each

area and/or user equipment speed requiring handling different from a default handling.

Alternatively, the map forming data may comprise the dedicated measurement event data

for each area and/or user equipment speed requiring handling different from a default

handling and the information item for each area and/or user equipment speed requiring

default handling.

The map forming data may be transmitted via a broadcast channel. Alternatively or in ad

dition, the map forming data may be transmitted by a serving node in a cell when the user

equipment becomes active in the cell or enters the cell by means of a handover.



With respect to the above-mentioned second aspect, according to an embodiment of the

invention, an MRO algorithm analyzes a mobility error based on RLF reports reported by

the control unit 10 of the UE when the UE is newly re-connected (or re-established, re

spectively) after experiencing a RLF or HOF.

As proposed in document [4], an RLF report should be extended with location information

which helps to evaluate the KPI statistics in more detail with respect to location informa

tion. Thus, it can be distinguished, for instance, that in one area of one and the same cell

failures due to "too late handover" are dominating while in another area failures due to

"too early handover" are the problem. This is depicted in Fig. 5 where different KPI stat is

tics are detected for different handover areas in a cell. The KPI statistics are analyzed

location-specifically and those belonging to one cell are compared against each other (e.g.

by correlation of histograms). If they are all similar one common cell-specific setting is

sufficient and a location specific configuration map is not necessary. In the other case, if

they indicate completely different problems at specific locations a location specific configu

ration map is generated and may be provided by the BCH, as described above.

According to a process of a location specific measurement configuration map generation

of an embodiment of the invention, on the network side measurement events are received

from UEs of the cellular communications network. In addition to the measurement events,

also location data may be received from the UEs. For example, the control unit 20 rece

ives the measurement event reported from the control unit 10 and location data of the UE

comprising the control unit 10 via the links 5 through the interfaces 23.

A root cause analysis is performed in which the location data is incorporated. In this root

cause analysis statistics of different failure categories (i.e. KPI statistics) is generated. The

root cause analysis may be performed by the processing resources 2 1 using the memory

resources 22 and (hardwire) links of the interfaces 23. Information for forming a location

specific measurement configuration map is generated or updated. This operation may be

performed by the processing resources 2 1 using the memory resources 22.The informa

tion is transmitted e.g. to the control unit 10 through the interfaces 23 via the links 5 . This

information may be used by the processing resources 11 of the control unit 10 of the UE

to form the location specific measurement configuration map.



In addition, as described above, the measurement reporting configuration parameters

(measurement event parameters) may be also adapted to speed of the UE which can be

derived from GPS data and/or from an evaluation of UE history information. In this case,

the measurement reporting configuration parameters are location and speed specific and

the map is extended by a further dimension.

KPI statistics means that all relevant mobility problems (e.g. too late, too early, etc.) are

taken into account in contrast to the prior art in which only HO to wrong cells or short stays

are considered. Each bar of the KPI histograms depicted in Fig. 5 represents the probabili

ty of occurrence of a certain problem, e.g. too late HO.

The form of the histograms given by dominating bars indicating a specified failure type

determines how mobility parameters have to be changed. This also leads to different pa-

rameter settings for two different problem areas of the cell shown in Fig. 5 . That is, refer

ring also to Fig. 3 , for locations in the area of raster field x 1, y 1, default parameters are to

be used for reporting the measurement event, while for locations in the area of raster field

x2, y2 parameters 76;80 are to be used. The dotted area show in Fig. 5 depicts the cell

coverage.

According to an embodiment, the measurement configuration map is updated with the

above parameter settings and finally broadcasted to the UEs connected to the cell.

According to an embodiment of the invention, instead of location information itself UEs

may apply RF fingerprinting techniques, i.e. measurement of relative power towards d if

ferent x strongest cells. Instead of the location itself the UEs report the relative power va l

ues and cell IDs. This has the benefit that it is backward compatible reusing available

RSRP measurements and avoiding the need for location aware UEs. For a broadcast

message transmitted in the BCH (i.e. transmitted measurement configuration map or in-

formation for forming such map), RF fingerprints are used as well, either as only means or

in addition to location information.



Moreover, for reducing reporting and broadcasting overhead, broadcast messages may

provide only information for those locations or RF fingerprints having a variation to stan

dard HO parameters (default parameters). This assumes that there are only few areas of

a cell which needs special attention. In this respect, HO parameters may be adapted or

changed only for the x , e.g. 2 or 3 , most critical areas of the cell. In addition, delta mes

sages may be used relative to the standard HO parameters.

According to an embodiment of the invention, eNBs (base nodes) may track further HO

behaviour of UEs like time to next HO or fall back HO (ping pong), etc. Based on this in

formation eNBs are able to detect after evaluation of such KPIs over long time for certain

areas preferred cells for HO, which may be given in the broadcast messages as well.

Furthermore, from previous messages - or UE internal tracking - direction of movements

of UEs may be derived. In addition to the location itself direction of movement may be a

further parameter to define optimum HO parameters. Most prominent may be a best fitting

cell ID for a HO.

It is also possible to take into account neighbor cell load information for generating the

location specific measurement configuration map or information for forming such map,

delaying e.g. HO into overloaded cells.

According to an embodiment of the invention, as described above, instead of using the

broadcast channel for transmitting the location specific measurement configuration map or

the information for forming such map, the UE (e.g. the control unit 10 of the UE), when

becoming active in a cell or entering the cell by HO gets configured by a serving radio

node (e.g. the control unit 20) with a set of measurement configurations. Each of these

measurement configurations contains location information that determines the validity of

each of these individual measurement configurations. If none of these special configura-

tions are valid or in case location features are currently deactivated or unavailable then a

default measurement configuration is used.



According to an implementation example, the measurement configuration map is included

as an IE of broadcast information or alternatively location information is included in info r

mation elements (lEs) of a measurement configuration that determine a validity area of the

measurement configuration.

According to an aspect of the invention, an apparatus, e.g. the control unit 10, comprises

first means for determining location data of a user equipment in a cellular communications

network, second means for, based on the determined location data, deriving measure-

ment event data for triggering a measurement event, from a map associating location data

with measurement event data for each area of a cell of the cellular communications net

work, and third means for, when the measurement event is detected based on the derived

measurement event data, reporting the measurement event. The first to third means may

be implemented by the processing resources 11 , the memory resources 12 and the inter-

faces 13 .

The map may further associate speed data with the measurement event data, and the

apparatus may comprise fourth means for determining speed data of the user equipment,

wherein the second means, based on the determined location data and the determined

speed data, derives measurement event data for triggering the measurement event from

the map. The fourth means may be implemented by the processing resources 11, the

memory resources 12 and the interfaces 13.

The measurement event data may comprise dedicated measurement event data and an

information item indicating that default measurement event data are to be used, wherein in

the map each location data and/or speed data has assigned either one of the dedicated

measurement event data or the information item.

The location data may comprise location information and/or radio frequency fingerprints.



The apparatus may comprise fifth means for receiving map forming data for forming the

map from a broadcast channel, or receiving map forming data for forming the map from a

serving node in the cell when the user equipment becomes active in the cell or enters the

cell by means of a handover. The fifth means may be implemented by the processing re

sources 11 , the memory resources 12 and the interfaces 13.

The map forming data may comprise the dedicated measurement event data for location

data and/or speed data requiring handling different from a default handling, or the map

forming data may comprise the dedicated measurement event data for location data

and/or speed data requiring handling different from a default handling and the information

item for each location data and/or each speed data requiring default handling.

The apparatus may further comprise sixth means for reporting the determined location

data and/or the determined speed data together with the measurement event. The sixth

means may be implemented by the processing resources 11 , the memory resources 12

and the interfaces 13.

According to an aspect of the invention, an apparatus, e.g. the control unit 20, comprises

means for dividing cells of a cellular communications network into a plurality of areas,

means for, for each area, determining measurement event data, wherein the measure

ment event data trigger a measurement event in a user equipment, and when the mea

surement event is detected by the user equipment based on the measurement event data,

the measurement event is reported by the user equipment, means for generating map

forming data for forming a map associating location data of the user equipment with the

measurement event data, and means for transmitting the map forming data. The dividing

means, determining means, generating means and transmitting means may be imple

mented by the processing resources 2 1, the memory resources 22 and the interfaces 23.

The determining means may further determine measurement event data for different user

equipment speeds.



The measurement event data may comprise dedicated measurement event data and an

information item indicating that default measurement event data are to be used, wherein

each area and/or user equipment speed has assigned either one of the dedicated mea

surement event data or the information item.

The map forming data may comprise the dedicated measurement event data for each

area and/or user equipment speed requiring handling different from a default handling, or

wherein the map forming data comprises the dedicated measurement event data for each

area and/or user equipment speed requiring handling different from a default handling and

the information item for each area and/or user equipment speed requiring default han

dling.

The transmitting means may transmit the map forming data via a broadcast channel, or by

a serving node in a cell when the user equipment becomes active in the cell or enters the

cell by means of a handover.

The determining means may determine the measurement event data based on reported

measurement events and location data and/or speed data of user equipments.

According to an aspect of the invention, cells of a cellular communications network are

divided into a plurality of areas. For each area, measurement event data is determined,

wherein the measurement event data trigger a measurement event in a user equipment,

and when the measurement event is detected by the user equipment based on the mea

surement event data, the measurement event is reported by the user equipment. Map

forming data is generated for forming a map associating location data of the user equip

ment with the measurement event data, and the map forming data is transmitted. A user

equipment in the cellular communications network determines location data and, based on

the determined location data, derives measurement event data for triggering the mea

surement event, from the map. When the measurement event is detected based on the

derived measurement event data, the user equipment reports the measurement event.



It is to be understood that the above description is illustrative of the invention and is not to

be construed as limiting the invention. Various modifications and applications may occur

to those skilled in the art without departing from the true spirit and scope of the invention

as defined by the appended claims.



CLAIMS:

1 . A method comprising:

determining location data of a user equipment in a cellular communications net-

work;

based on the determined location data, deriving measurement event data for t rig

gering a measurement event, from a map associating location data with measurement

event data for each area of a cell of the cellular communications network; and

when the measurement event is detected based on the derived measurement

event data, reporting the measurement event.

2 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the map further associates speed data with the mea

surement event data, the method comprising:

determining speed data of the user equipment; and

based on the determined location data and the determined speed data, deriving

measurement event data for triggering the measurement event from the map.

3 . The method of claim 1 or 2 , wherein the measurement event data comprise dedicated

measurement event data and an information item indicating that default measurement

event data are to be used, wherein in the map each location data and/or speed data has

assigned either one of the dedicated measurement event data or the information item.

4 . The method of any one of claims 1 to 3 , wherein the location data comprises location

information and/or radio frequency fingerprints.

5 . The method of any one of claims 1 to 4 , comprising:

receiving map forming data for forming the map from a broadcast channel, or



receiving map forming data for forming the map from a serving node in the cell

when the user equipment becomes active in the cell or enters the cell by means of a ha n

dover.

6 . The method of claim 3 when dependent on claim 2 , wherein the map forming data

comprise the dedicated measurement event data for location data and/or speed data re

quiring handling different from a default handling, or wherein the map forming data com

prises the dedicated measurement event data for location data and/or speed data requir

ing handling different from a default handling and the information item for each location

data and/or each speed data requiring default handling.

7 . The method of any one of claims 1 to 6 , further comprising:

reporting the determined location data and/or the determined speed data together

with the measurement event.

8 . A method comprising:

dividing cells of a cellular communications network into a plurality of areas,

for each area, determining measurement event data, wherein the measurement

event data trigger a measurement event in a user equipment, and when the measurement

event is detected by the user equipment based on the measurement event data, the mea

surement event is reported by the user equipment;

generating map forming data for forming a map associating location data of the

user equipment with the measurement event data; and

transmitting the map forming data.

9 . The method of claim 8 , comprising:

determining measurement event data for different user equipment speeds.



10 . The method of claim 8 or 9 , wherein the measurement event data comprise dedicated

measurement event data and an information item indicating that default measurement

event data are to be used, wherein each area and/or user equipment speed has assigned

either one of the dedicated measurement event data or the information item.

11. The method of claim 10 , wherein the map forming data comprise the dedicated mea

surement event data for each area and/or user equipment speed requiring handling differ

ent from a default handling, or wherein the map forming data comprises the dedicated

measurement event data for each area and/or user equipment speed requiring handling

different from a default handling and the information item for each area and/or user

equipment speed requiring default handling.

12 . The method of any one of claims 8 to 11, comprising:

transmitting the map forming data via a broadcast channel , or

transmitting the map forming data by a serving node in a cell when the user

equipment becomes active in the cell or enters the cell by means of a handover.

13 . The method of any one of claims 8 to 12 , comprising:

determining the measurement event data based on reported measurement events

and location data and/or speed data of user equipments.

14 . A computer program product including a program for a processing device, comprising

software code portions for performing the steps of any one of claims 1 to 13 when the

program is run on the processing device.

15 . The computer program product according to claim 14 , wherein the computer program

product comprises a computer-readable medium on which the software code portions are

stored.



16. The computer program product according to claim 14, wherein the program is directly

loadable into an internal memory of the processing device.

17. A control unit configured to:

determine location data of a user equipment in a cellular communications network;

based on the determined location data, derive measurement event data for trigger

ing a measurement event, from a map associating location data with measurement event

data for each area of a cell of the cellular communications network; and

when the measurement event is detected based on the derived measurement

event data, report the measurement event.

18. The control unit of claim 17, wherein the map further associates speed data with the

measurement event data, the control unit configured to:

determine speed data of the user equipment; and

based on the determined location data and the determined speed data, determine

measurement event data for triggering the measurement event from the map.

19. The control unit of claim 17 or 18, configured to:

receive map forming data for forming the map from a broadcast channel, or

receive map forming data for forming the map from a serving node in the cell when

the user equipment becomes active in the cell or enters the cell by means of a handover.

20. The control unit of any one of claims 17 to 19, configured to:

report the determined location data and/or the determined speed data together

with the measurement event.



2 1. A control unit configured to:

divide cells of a cellular communications network into a plurality of areas,

for each area, determine measurement event data, wherein the measurement

event data trigger a measurement event in a user equipment, and when the measurement

event is detected by the user equipment based on the measurement event data, the mea

surement event is reported by the user equipment;

generate map forming data for forming a map associating location data of the user

equipment with the measurement event data; and

transmit the map forming data.

22. The control unit of claim 21, configured to:

determine measurement event data for different user equipment speeds.

23. The control unit of claim 2 1 or 22, configured to:

transmit the map forming data via a broadcast channel, or

transmit the map forming data by a serving node in a cell when the user equipment

becomes active in the cell or enters the cell by means of a handover.

24. The control unit of any one of claims 2 1 to 23, configured to:

determine the measurement event data based on reported measurement events

and location data and/or speed data of user equipments.
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